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SENATE PROPOSES
JUDICIAL CHANGE
Chairman of House Presidents
Will Be Elected As
Minor Officer
DISTRICT COURTS CREATED
This year the Chairman of House
Presidents will be elected by the college
at Minor Elections. The innovation is
part of a change in the judicial branch
of College Government that is being
placed before the Association by Senate.
Att
trni brings, too many unimportant cases
before Judiciary itself, and that the
House Councils have too few cases a
year to become competent. There are
so many of these councils with no con-
necting link that they lack centraliza-
tion and unity of judgment.
The new system would establish three
groups of District Courts on campus
—
possibly the Tower Court group, the
Quadrangle houses, and Stone-Davis,
with Freeman and Norumbega. The
House Presidents would form the court,
and the chairman of the House Presi-
dents would be the connecting link by
sitting on all three. In the Village,
grouping of houses will likewise take
place, and the Village Juniors of these
houses will sit to form the court, while
the Chairman of Judiciary visits all to
The Chairman of House Presidents,
then, is to be a minor officer, and will
automatically become president of her
house the following year, if the new
amendment is passed. Since the time
necessary for the Association to vote
on the question will not permit of its
becoming effective until after this
spring's elections are over, the Senate
has agreed to hold a conditional elec-
tion for the Chairman of House Presi-
( Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
Wellesley Mother Will Give
Concert For The Pool Fund
Mrs. Newcomb, mother of Mary
Elizabeth Newcomb of the class of
1933, has generously consented to give
the Wellesley Swimming Pool Fund.
The concert will be at Alumnae Hall,
March 24 at 8:00 P.M.
Mrs. Newcomb first studied piano
and theory for many years in Chicago
and Boston, following this later with a
season's study on the Continent. When
she was on her second visit in Lon-
don, an internationally known famous
singing teacher heard her voice and
insisted upon serious study, arranging
for her debut at the Covent Garden
Opera. On her return to America, she
was immediately engaged for a series
of concert appearances.
Mrs. i said 1
undoubtedly one of the finest voices of
any singer of her generation. Another
critic writes that she has a truly "re-
markable soprano voice—one of much
natural beauty." Not only her exquisite
voice and musical intelligence but her
charm and personality and the dis-
tinction of her programs have received
She has sung as soloist with the
Boston Women's Symphony Orchestra,
with the Chicago Little Symphony Or-
chestra and with the Women's Sym-
phony Orchestra of Chicago. Then she
has given many of her own concerts
throughout the country. Wellesley is
fortunate in having the opportunity of
hearing Mrs. Newcomb, and we are in-





clergy of the European nations and the
leaders of American Catholics, Protest-
ants, and Jews continued to wage
verbal warfare against the anti-
religious activities of the Russian gov-
ernment.
New York, Bishop William
Thomas Manning promised to hold a
meeting of all Christian creeds in the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine on
March 16, to pray for the continuance
of Godly worship in the Soviet state.
In London, the House of Lords has
heard the Earl of Birkenhead rouse
them to almost unanimous applause by
calling Russia's government "the most
irthy and perhaps the most crimi-
n the world." Hysterical propa-
ganda sways the emotions of the Eng-
leople who hear letters of Russian
priests read to them by the Council
iristian Protest," a militant or-
ganization formed under the leadership
of the conservative Mo)-ning Post, de-
the fact that at the very office of
newspaper it was admitted that
etters. full of unspeakable atroci-
were all written in the time when
Russian terrors shook the civilized
srld—the momentous days of 1918.
In the United States, Rabbi Stephen
Wise asks that all Jews pray with
eir neighbors, the Catholics and
Protestants, that the religious life of
,000.000 Russian Hebrews may not be
luffed out by Soviet persecution. (In
Rome the Papal newspaper rejoiced
last week to announce that even the
eviks were performing a portion
God's they
tinyly brought it about that ProieMam.s
Jews are kneeling in prayer for a
petition first launched by the Pope.)
In Cairo, in Belgrade, the Patriarchs
e Serbian and Eastern Orthodox
Churches ordered prayers to be said
in all religious institutions.
t week, however. Premier Ram-
say MacDonald of England, staunch
Scotch Presbyterian, declared in a pub-
Persecution
Continued i Page 2, Col, 2)
Shakespeare Society Will
Present Play On March 21
On Friday. March 21,
will tuvsent its annual
nae Hall at 7:45. Since
,s been studying the ele-
edy in Shakespeare and
ided to produce Twelfth Night
ample of the finest of Shake-
comedy. The variety of the
portrayed in the play offers
the society's members a splendid oppor-
tunity to show their interest and in-
sight into comic interpretation.
The play will be coached by Mrs. Carl
Trempf, who has had experience in
coaching at Wells and Mt. Holyoke.
Cast
Orsino. Duke of Illyria,
Alice Abiah;im.-on
Edith Kennelly
Antonio, sea captain. .Florence Sawyer
Valentino Sophia Fisk
Curio Elizabeth Knode
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Mr. Richard Hill will give the third
his series of four talks at 3:40 this
ternoon in T. Z. E. He has chosen as
s topic. "The Disrupting Influence of
Prejudice upon the Economic Order."
After the discussion Mr. Hill will read
poetry to those who care to stay.
I.Jl-i: H.:T1
'The Privilege of Teaching," is the
e of Mr. Eugene B. Smith's lecture
March 14. Mr. Smith is foremost
among progressive educators, and to be
member of the staff of the Beaver
Country Day School is a special privi-
ested in progressive methods. The lec-
takes place at 4:40 in Room 242,
Founders Hall.
On Saturday. March 15, Agora will
hold a supper-program meeting. Dr.
Bronner, of the Judge Baker Founda-
On Friday and Saturday evenings,
March 14 and 15. Barnswallows will
present their spring operetta, Two Vag-
abonds. There will be dancing Satur-
Mr. David Morton, the second of the
poets who will visit Wellesley this
spring, will hold his reading on March
17, in Room 24, Founders, at 4:40 sharp.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lahee will speak
upon Music as a Vocation on March 17.
Mr. Lahee is the director of the well-
known Boston Music Bureau which
supplies singers for church and con-
cert, music teachers in schools, super-
visors, etc., and has therefore a wide
experience from which to speak. Mrs.
Lahee is prominent as a musical educa-
tor. The meeting is in Billings Hall at
4:40.
[=3
The Mathematics Department has
arranged a meeting for the Committee
on Vocational Information for Wednes-
day, March 19. Miss Merrill and Miss
Young will speak on business and pro-
fessional openings for women who have
had training in mathematics, referring
chiefly to work actually done by students
The meeting will take place
Room 124. Founders Hall.
Dance Drama Will Show
Various Periods In Art
On alternate years Dance Drama,
presented by graduate students, hy-
giene students and undergraduates, is
given on an especially large scale and
is open to the public. This year is to
be an open year, and the production
will be especially interesting.
At 8:00 o'clock on March 22 in
Alumnae Hall. Chorus Aeturnus will
pass in procession before the audience
Movements and poses, as they are de-
picted in the sculpture and art of
4,000 years, will be interpreted in the
dance. With pictures and photographs
of statues chosen by Margot Krolik, a
graduate student in art. as a basis, the
individual dances are to be worked out
Over fifty undusjiaduau^
ticipating in Chorus Aetur
scriptive music will help to
mood of the dances, while
authentically chosen, and a varied
scenic background, will increase the
interest. A few tableaux, with no
lete theindividual dances,
This unusually ambitious production
is open to not only college audiences,
but to the general public. Tickets may
be reserved from the Department of
Hygiene for $1.00. The proceeds are to
help swell the swimming pool fund,
which now lacks but $2,000 of its $5,000
goal. Tickets will be sold at the El










The program will be as follows:
1. Egyptian, 2000-1500 B.C.
Acrobatic Type
2. Cretan. 1500-1200 B.C.
Worship of the Snake Goddess
3 Archaic Greek. 700 B.C.
Grotesque Movements
4. Greek. 600 B.C.
Tableau, Frieze from
5. Roman, 100 A. D.
Flowing




Will Discuss Ancient City
On Euphrates
DIRECTS EXCAVATIONS
day, March 21, at 4:40, by Professor
Michael RostovtzefT. Mr. RostovtzefE
is a Russian by birth, but has been in
this country for some years, and is at
present Sterling professor of Ancient
History and Archaeology at Yale Uni-
versity. He is a most distinguished
tion as historian and archaeologist. Of
his many valuable and authoritative
books on various subjects, probably the
best known to English readers are "A
Social and Economic History of Rome,"
"The Ancient World" and "Mystic Italy.'"
Mr. Rostovtzeff's subject for this lec-
ture is "Doura-Europos, Fortress and
Caravan City on the Euphrates." He
is well fitted to speak on this subject as
he is in charge of the excavations





11. Dance of Peasants
12. Watteau, Embarking for Cythe
students, and ;
of the program will
dances by advanced
e individual dances.
Spring Brings Mrs. Frost
As First Of Poet Visitors
Mrs. Elizabeth Fnvl. who
comes to us on March 24 as the third
poet in the series of Poets' Readings
for this year, is author of The Lost
Lyrist (1928) and Hoveling Shadow
(1929). Mrs. Frost, though born in
Rochester, New York, is peculiarly as-
sociated with Nantucket, by her poetry.
She knows the island well and loves
its scenes and people, so that the odd
bits of local idiom which make up the
speech of the real islanders have a
special flavor. Her use of Nantucket
life has been compared to Hardy's use
of home Wessex incident; though she
has so far done only a little in com-
parison to her avowed master in this
sort of local poetry, there are similari-
ties in the use of irony of circumstance
and also of pithy, vigorous phrasing
which compresses what might have
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
operation i
He was al
has recently returned from
i reports of this year's discov-
lce Doura was founded in the
tury B. C. by one of Alexan-
rals, and was destroyed in the
tury A. D., it presents an in-
opportunity to study the suc-
ivilizations of the Greeks,
and Romans. Mr. Rostovt-
t only a brilliant scholar and
t he is also a forceful speaker
Lowes of Harvard Secured
To Address Phi Beta Kappa
The Wellesley chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa is extremely fortunate in being
able to secure Professor John Living-
ston Lowes of Harvard, and. for next
year, of Oxford, to deliver an address
following the initiation of new mem-
bers. At that time, Professor Lowes
will speak on The Elements of In-
spiration.
Professor Lowes received the extra-
ordinary honor of being chosen as the
first American professor to go to Ox-
ford on the new lectureship endowed
by Mr. George Eastman. A committee




in our times on either side of the At-
lantic combine to such a degree rich
value for the student and delight for
the layman as does The Road to
Xanadu, and rarely has any criticism
so happily dealt with the essentials
and accidents of poetry as has Con-
vention and Revolt in Modern Poetry.
Professor Lowes is a captivating
speaker, witty, original, vigorous, and
spirited, with distinction in both the
manner and matter of his discourse.
It is extremely difficult to persuade him
to leave his study and teaching
! that 1 : induced
On Thursday, March 20, Professor
Lowes will speak in Billings Hall at
8:15 P.M. The address is open to the
college and to friends.
WELLES LEY COLLEGE NE
GOTHIC SLIDES GIVE BEAUTY
TO KENNETH C. R. WHITE'S TALK
Kenneth C. R. White gave a 1<
on stained glass on Tuesday ev<
March 4, in the Art Lecture Hall,
talk was illustrated by lantern slides
which Mr. White had made himself.
These slides were exceptionally good,
for they were clearly and gorgeously
colored. The reds and blues were si
deep and intense that they gave actual
ity to the slides, and one seemed t<
be in a cathedral looking at medieva
glass instead of a college lecture roon
Mr. White, besides giving aestheti
enjoyment by his illustrations, gave ;
very interesting survey of the histor;
of stained glass with special emphasi
on the Gothic period and the window.
if Chartres.
The introd
and the other of the same sunset
seen through the branches of a tr<
he pointed out that by breaking up tl
tensified and an interesting pattern
was added to what had been a fla
rather insipid sunset. By this e
pie, he prevented the normal bu
favorable reaction to the intricate
ing in medieval glass.
Forerunners of Medieval Stained Glass
He gave a short account of the
cedure of making a window of st
glass and emphasized the point that
the color is given to the glass by adding
oxides of iron and manganese t<
molten glass while it is in the fur
It is for that reason that it is <
pot-metal glass.
'..:.;. cloisons of tiold which
parent and the other opaque. The di-
rect forerunners of the medieval glass
were probably the Mohammedan lat-
tices which were often filled in with
glass, as may be seen in many mosques
and palaces. There are literary refer-
ences to glass in Hagia Sophia, and to
the Venerable Bede who sent to the
continent for glass in the seventh cen-
tury, but the earliest remaining ex-
ample is in Mans Cathedral, which
dates from the last quarter of the 11th
Century, where the figure style is By-
zantine.




glass, which means that ver
pieces were leaded together as at
,
Chartres and Canterbury. In this
J
period were the first rose windows, the
design of which were cut directly out
of stone and the glass fitted into the
wall. This type is called bar tracery.
In the 13th century yellow glass was
used which was made by the addition
of a silver compound. The Cistercians
decreed against color and so a more
formalized geometric style of window
was made, called pattern glass. The
Five Sisters at York is the best ex-
ample of this pattern or resaille glass;
the rose windows of Amiens and Lin-
coln are also famous illustrations. In
the 14th century, in France, the colors
became more delicate and the archi-
tectural setting for the figures became
over emphasized. Most of the glass of
this century and the 15th is in Eng-
land, and the main bulk of the glass is
almost white in which are often inserted
heraldic designs. Mr. White pointed
out how different modern glass is
by showing eighteenth century win-
dows from Berlin which have large
areas of unleaded glass and which rep-
resent pictorial scenes with perspective
and an attempt at naturalism in the
figures and landscape.
Mr. White presented his subject with
One
sibly remember all the facts which he
crowded into his lecture, but equally,
one can never forget the beauty of his
slides; and all stained glass windows
will be more interesting because of Mr.
White's lecture.
consider what we can do.
To outlaw a country is not
amenable to world opinion 1
Significant as a token of the Prime
Minister's scrupulous care is the fact
that the War Office and Admiralty of
Great Britain refused to allow soldiers
and sailors to take part in the general
prayer on March 16. Given as the rea-
son was the agreement between England
and Russia that neither government
will entertain propaganda against the
In the midst of all the hysteria
quietly
concerned in the affair. Serglus,
Patriarch of the Orthodox Church in
Russia today received members of the
world press in his Moscow home. His
replies to their questions, sent out by
them to their United States offices, dis-
couraged foreign interference in no
uncertain terms, and particularly
stressed the unfriendly feeling held by
him toward the Pope. At Riga, in Lat-
er for anti-Soviet
these words of the Rus-
sian Patriarch, fully repeated by
United States
ceived as impossible
local Orthodox Archbishop. The Lon-
don Morning Post advised its readers
that Sergius is a "tool" of the Soviet.
Equally significant to thoughtful
readers were the words of Chief Rabbi
Henachim Gluskin
in all Jewry for his
tained these vigorous
"We are furious at the Pope for a
crusade against the Soviet
We declare before the entire world
that the only government which does
everything to assist the pre-Revolution-
ary persecuted and rightless nation of
Jewry to better organize its life is the
"We cannot be silent about the fact
that neither the Pope nor the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury ever did any-
thing when Tsarist Russia persecuted










of ruthlessly divorcing Church
ate. Yet when Prime Minister
Rykov requested that one instance of
ition or imprisonment for re-
ligious belief be pointed out, no answer
Meanwhile, in the United States,
liberal organs see more economic than
spiritual significance in the question.
March 5, runs an
editorial under the heading, "Godless-
nd Humbuggery," wherein the
cites instances of faked propa-
against the Soviet, and while
disapproving the restriction of religious
liberty practised for years by the Rus-
sian state, sees in this sudden wave of
indignation the fear of Europe for her
trade, seriously, even critically, men-
aced by Russia's wholesale underselling.
Economic pressure, threatening the se-
curity of the European nations, he be-
lieves, is forcing them to strike back
with a weapon always ready to the
hand of the state—religious emotion.
It is a time to be wary of credulity and
Deen a novel into a poem of a dozen
Mrs. Frost's first poems grew out of
her grief at the tragically sudden death
of her husband, Elliot Frost, well-
known as psychologist, and also as a
delightful Atlantic essayist. A friend
showed some of the poems to the edi-
tor of Harper's, who at once asked for
enough to make a book. Since then
she has published frequently in Har-
per's, the Dial, the Saturday Review,
and in England in the Spectator and
London Mercury.
This is her
NEW HAVEN PASTOR TO COME
AS NEXT SUNDAY'S PREACHER
The college preacher for March 16
will be the Rev. Dr. Oscar E. Maurer
from the First Church of Christ, Con-
gregational, in New Haven. Connecti-
cut. Since 1909, Dr. Maurer had de-
voted liis services to Center Church as
its pastor, but he has also been promi-
nently connected with activities at Yale
University, and organizations outside of
While a student at the Yale Divinity
School he was editor of the Yale Divin-
ity Quarterly. He has since been act-
ively interested in the Yale Hope Mis-
sion. He is a director on several of the
large Congregational Boards in this
mittee of the American Missionary As-
sociation. He is at present the chair-
man of the Board of Trustees of Tal-
ladega College in Alabama. Dr. Maurer
has the rank of captain as the chap-
lain of the Second Company of the
Governor's Foot Guard of Connecticut.
During the war he served in France
with a section of the Y. M. C. A., in the
capacity of chaplain. Dr. Maurer has
visited Wellesley as the college preacher
our campus and pulpit.
GRADUATES EXPLAIN CHANCES
OF WORK IN FINANCIAL FIELD
For the benefit of the seniors who are
soon to face the problem of supporting
themselves, four Wellesley graduates
gave accounts of their experiences in
the financial world, on Friday, March 7.
at 4:40 in Agora. The talks were ar-
ranged by the Personnel Bureau with
the co-operation of the Economics De-
There are two fields of tinancm!
that are particularly interesting and
hold great opportunities for young
business women: investment manage'
ment and counsel, and banking am
commercial credit. Miss Hartman, '28
Clark, Investment Counsellors, gave i
graphic description of the work of thi
and of their handling of ell
She described posi
tions in various departments to whicl
one can work up. such as consultant
and appraiser of accounts. "In such
work." Miss Hartman said. "Economics
have little val
ity and initial
cess." Miss Dailey. '28, of Eaton and
Howard, Investment Managers, told of
her work in the Analytic Department,




:;;.'. l:.>: : : ; • •
any i
agement house than in a
cern, and prefers the form
pany.
Much of the informatic
the investment houses is
such institutions as Poor's Publishing
House. Miss Fuller, 1
this branch of finance,
publications put out by Poor's. The
Daily Corporation News, the Dividend
Sheet, and the manuals containing the
latest information about companies and
little future. By starting as a
'ever, one can work up to
a position of responsibility.
Miss Smith, '22, who is in the Loan
Department of the First National Bank,
represented the other field of finance.
"Women need banking," she said, "be-
cause of their increasing interest in
finance and stocks." She suggested
that by starting as a stenographer or a
bookkeeper was the best way to work
up to a good position. The Loan De-
partment and the Women's Depart-
ment are the most interesting because
of the personal contacts.
All four speakers agreed that influ-
ential contacts had helped them to gain
their positions, but suggested that per-
sistence and interest played a great
part in securing jobs.
F I L E N E ' S




Trim and tailored? There are coverl
cloths and smooth tweeds. Youthful
and naive? Soft telga and
wool crepes with capes.
' Feminine? Shanta crepe
in bolero and peplum
styles. Sketched, two-
piece sharkskin, $39. TO.
BLOUSES
WABAN LODGE




H. L. FLAGG CO.
Ivy Corset Shop
The exquisite new Ivy foun-
dation garments are quite >tcrn
about moulding ones figure
into the accepted lines of 1930
frocks. Cleverly fashioned up
lifts, slim fitted waists, and
moulded hips. The effect is
magical. Made in Batiste and








That the smouldering issue of prohi
bition which is seething in the Senate
is also being kindled in the college
indicated by the movement started
the Harvard Debating Council and t
Crimson to "crystallize intercollegiate
sentiment on this subject. Letters
have been sent to the debating




stead Act and the 18th Amendment
have been arranged. Later in the
spring a straw vote is to be conducted
simultaneously in colleges all over the
country. The Criiiison is apparently
struck by the dismal failure of present-
day prohibition, and with the enthusi-
asm of youth, the inaugurators of the
plan hope to remedy
situation where liquor
attainable. [=1
D. H. Lawrence, noted British novel-
ist and poet, died last week in Vence,
France, of tuberculosis. He has been
critically ill for several weeks, and his
request to be taken to Arizona, the
"only healthy atmosphere he ever
found," could not be granted because
of his condition. Mr. Lawrence's lat-
est work, Lady Chatterley's Lover, ob-
tained wide circulation in America be-
fell i
He at Not-
traveling extensively. Among other
works for which he became famous
were Sens and Lovers, Women in Love,
and The Lost Girl. He was particu-
larly interested in mystical and psy-
chological subjects, dealing especially
the seal of the
.
of an Indian, with the inscription in
Latin underneath: "Seal of the Gover-
nor and the Society of Massachusetts
Bay in New England."
The New England Watch
Society, ever vigilant and or the 1
of obscenity, is now objecting to the
new bill for book censorship
state legislature. The society chiefly
objects to the provision
leged "improper" books as a whole.
also disagrees with the Committee
Legal Affairs' recommendation to f
discretionary authority to judges in
matter of eliminating
for conviction. The Society deplores
that, if the new
chapters, paragraphs, or
scription so frank as to
nography may be freely c
ply because the book as
obscene. f=i
A legal battle over the relics of Lil-
lian Russell, including a portrait
Howard Chandler Christie painted of
her. is expected to be waged by her
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Russell O'Reilly
Calvert. Mrs. Calvert
court when she found out that si
been left only $1000 in the will
stepfather, the late Ambassador
ander P. Moore. The Ambassador is
said to have left $100,000 to the Queen
of Spain. Mrs. Calvert thinks she is at
least entitled to the things which be-
longed to her mother, such
jewels, silver and the Christie portrait,
EL LESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
an article in a current scientific
monthly on "The Method of Evolution."
The third student, Marjorie Holtzman,
'30, delved into the evasive study of
the "History of Vitamins."
ON CAMPUS
On Wednesday, March 5. Rev. Arthur
L. Kinsolving of Amherst spoke at a
special Ash Wednesday service held in
the Chapel at 4:30 on the subject of
self-deception. That same evening he
also addressed a meeting of the Epis-
copal Club at Agora.
t=]
The Shop Club, at its meeting in
Horton House on the evening of March
6. had the pleasure of hearing a most
interesting informal address by Miss
Barnette Miller on Le Grand Seraglio,
the Great Palace in Stamboul, the
Turkish quarter of Constantinople. The
Seraglio has been not only the home of
the Turkish Sultans since its erection
in the dim, magnificent past, but also
the seat of government of the Ottoman
Empire—or rather, was until the World
War.
their friends at a Horton House Club
Party on March 8 at 8:00 o'clock, at
Horton House. The program consisted
of six vaudeville acts or episodes in the
following order:
1. Recitation. Curfew Shall Not Ring
To-night, by Madame Kunenovit-
zki of the Dwarf University. Lil-
Three Golsepeers. Birdie
Sparkles from the Hollowell Stars,
or An Evening with the Radio.
Sadie from Gasoline Alley, Tap-
dancing.
Expressed Desires, Two Scrub-
women Discharged from Harvard
Come to Clean Founders Hall, or
The Effects of Psychology on
6. Villikens a d His Dinah, A Dance
A new photo-electric eye that liter- Drama.
ally "sees" temperature has n The party u
discovered. It looks on white lot steel mst go to Miss Stark
and reads instantlv the searing heat of Chairman of the Social Committee, by
thousands of degrees; it is not for every whose efforts the celebrities were pro-
day use, however, because it oes not cured.
work below a 1000 degrees. Th = photo- [=1
electric eye operates as fast as sight, its The Science Club held a meeting
measuring stick being the light emitted Friday, March 7, at 7:30, at T. Z. E
The program Tor the evening was a
of discussions offered by three
students. Miss Syble Houseman, who
here working for her Master's de-
gree, gave a brief sketch from her
The Ecological Study of the
Animal Life in a Fresh Water Pond In
Wellesley." This proved to be a unique
he seasonal changes of
protoza in the pond, showing a
-ful study and unusual application
theoretical knowledge. Following
Helen Hart, '31, offered a review of
A beautiful and unusual type of
memorial for Katherine Lee Bates is
the planting of trees in her honor in
various parts of the country under the
auspices oT the General Federation of
Women's Clubs. America the Beauti-
ful is the official song of the Federa-
tion, and Is also the conservationist's
own hymn, so it is most fitting that
trees should be planted in honor of the
author of the song. Clubs which have
honored Miss Bates in this way are:
The Women's Club of Suffern, N. Y„
The Women's Club of Queens Village,
N. Y„ and the Fidelity Club of Calico
\'< ! appropriate, because
by the Wellesley College Library, is
the gift from Miss Margaret Norton
of Cambridge of a small rhinestone
brooch which belonged to the mother
of John Ruskin, and which John Rus-
kin gave to Professor Charles Eliot
Norton, Professor of Greek at Harvard,
for his daughter, Margaret, about 1880.
The brooch is a delicate and very
small circlet of brilliant rhinestones set
Monday morning, which has hitherto
been devoted to a review of Current
Events in Billings, is to be given over
to C. A. for the rest of the year. They
will hold service in the Chapel similar
to the usual weekly service but con-
ducted entirely by students.
1=]
A meeting of Alliance Francaise was
held at Shakespeare on Friday evening,
March 7. Lenore Fain, '30, gave a talk
about the contemporary French play-
wright, Tirstan Bernard. It is a play
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3>
SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY WILL
PRESENT PLAY ON MARCH 21
I Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
Viola Margaret Fraser
Maria Frances Gore
(Continued an Page 7, Col. 3)
Priest Beatrice Cox
First Officer Eleanor Bear











Music: Grace Louise Brengle






is said to provide $25,000 for the widow
of the late opera tenor, Enrico
Mrs. Caruso's attorney says that
thinks that the money
tended for her daughter, little Jacque
line Ingraham.
~\E. T. Slattery Co.]'




Rippling romantic little capelel
fon appliques on net, swirling circular skirt flares,
slender moulded yoke and tiny string belt,—to say
nothing of the delicate filmy chiffons in pale shades of





Select Your Foundation Garment
FROM THE LATEST MODELS
and Have Them Properly Fitted at
MADAME WHITNEY'S
Expert Corsetiere




rHenri's the College Girls' Rendezvous j
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THOSE VAGUE VOTES
Now that elections are upon us again,
it is interesting to speculate on the
under-graduate method of choice.
Here, as in many outside institutions,
personality seems to be the first requi-
site. The particular fitness of the can-
didate to fill a certain office is not con-
sidered so much as her ability to be en-
tertaining and to look competent. On
first sight, if this be a just examination
of fact, does this not seem collegiate,
But on second considera-
itieism seems unfair. Is it
college students to have
ibility without experience?
Rather it would seem that the ability
to work harmoniously with any group of
people would be the fust requisite for
an officer. The routine action that
goes into any particular job can be
learned through experience. In every
organization there is need for a capable
person who can manage harmoniously
work and people.
ing personality. Unfortunately person-
ality and competence do not necessarily
go hand in hand. The difficulty is to
know the combination when it does ap-
GOOD WILL IN THE CLASSROOM
In the busin ss world "good will" is
at a premium. The business that has
it has just th t much of an edge on
those that do lot. It is not unjustifi-
e same statement in re-
gard to classes. Certain instructors
preate a good will between themselves
return than those classes in which
pedagogical god-headedness is main-
tained. Good will is, obviously, a kind
of spiritual atmosphere that relates
student and instructor in a new way.
The air is charged not only with the
material of the course, but with some
fresh quality of mind that helps re-
vivify the material which is being re-
presented. In a sense, a classroom is
not unlike a theatre. The instructor is
the actor; the students, the audience;
the play, one by an old master which
must be made to live again. It is the
special privilege of the actor to be
to add his interpretation of the play to
the written words. The people ii
for some higher understanding thai
they alone can get. The audience wil
not get the play if they are not sympa
thetic with the actor, nor can the acto
play without a response from them
This trifold handling of the material is
possible only where "good will" c
will of two parties is united in ai
derstanding of the third.
attempts to persuade enough people
to come to an important class meeting.
Of course, all seniors want a Tree Day
Mistress just as they want a Tree Day.
They are still collegiate enough in this
desire, but they have not enough actual
meeting to vote. In the meanwhile,
they take it for granted that the va-
should work long and
?ss of Tree Day. They
choosing music, costumes, dances, color
schemes, or in trying out people or re-
hearsing. A little more appreciation
;o-operation on the part of the
student body would hurt no one.
( 01 \n i; Rl i ORMATION
e refusal of the Senate to grant
societies the privilege of smoking
eir Houses deserves some explana-
year, that smoking would be adding
er privilege to an already privi-
leged group which was not contributing
to the intellectual life of the col-
ecently were opposed to it. Senate
elt that although a majority would en-
joy smoking there, the feelings of the
who would actively dislike en-
; the houses should be con-qdnvd
/as recalled that last spring every-
said that Alumnae Hall would
be littered with ashes, since it
so beautiful a building and so
y prized by the students. The
that conditions there constantly
worse until the House Cniiimiliir
thai ; i well <
for rather dubiously received.
Aside from all that, is the truth that
privileges entail responsibilities, and
until these are met, further privileges
are undesirable. Wellesley girls are a
highly selected group. We come here
to a beautiful place with remarkable
opportunities which our
Dne could in no way pro-
vide. Unfortunately many of us accept
effort
i enjoy I the
full, and leave after four years.
Our Lack of Appreciation
ocruMona'lly.
Our College Government
was not formed so that students could
have collective bargaining against
faculty to get rules changed, but it
formed so that all of us could lear
take a responsible place in any com
One wonders
think of trying to leave Wellesley i
least as beautiful as we found it, nc
adding, but surely not sut
ting from what the girls who are
coming shall have to enjoy. Consider
the paths as an example. Probably not
one of the paths that has grown so
popular this past year save a minute oi
time, and yet from the Library to the
Ad Building, in back of the Art Build-
ing, leading off from Founder's steps,
etc., are well-worn and unlovely paths.
The thoughtless, inconsiderate ac-
tions in the Brooks Room show an
To see girls riding bicycles and girls
walking on the grass, at this season es-
pecially, is bad enough; but to find a
"W" on the arm of one upholstered
chair, a large spot of ink on another,
and small ink marks on three others
seems incredible.
The Brooks Room has been closed
before, but according to Miss Roberts,
never before has ink been used there.
We have all heard of this, we think of
if. as an outrageous situation, we know
and we find nothing we can do about it.
Since it is our college, since we are the
few who are permitted to come here,
we have the right to care for it. Miss
Roberts wanted the suggestion made
that girls who chew gum and eat candy
in the Brooks Room refrain from stuff-
ing papers down the sides of the chair.
lc is for us to carry through so reason-
able a suggestion; for us to see that re-
serve books are taken out in the more
usually accepted fashion; for us to






All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or :
will be used if the loriter s<
The Editors do not hoi
selves responsible for opin
statements in this column
Contributions should be
hands of the Editors by 10
Sunday.
Mil WHY AND WHEREFORE
To the Wellesley College News:
'The time has come,' the walr
1" to talk of library notices and to
explain why they are sent to students.
e library wishes the book in ques-
;o be returned at once, and resi-
dent mail seems to be the prescribed
will discuss a few of these nc
example, a book is due February 15.
We wait a day or two, then if the book
is not returned, we send the regular
overdue notice, saying that fines are
two cents per day. and please to return
or renew this book. To renew a book,
one need only copy the call number
and bring it to the library.
Fine notices show the amount of in-
debtedness and should be paid at once.
There is no gain in delay, and no es-
cape, for a fine of two cents incurred
in freshman year and left unpaid wil
be presented to a senior at Commence
ment, when all bills are being roundel
up. And it is not at all impossible ti
go through college without incurrini
We 1 piiI. a Phi
Beta Kappa, a very extensive user of
the library, w 10 never ran up even two
cents against her financial ere
Recall notices show that a book is
desired in great haste, usually
serve. Not 1 o bring back a recallec
book at once may hamper the work of
Sonid inics it is he null
copy that we iave and it is impossible
to purchase nore. There is one in-
stance of a a book
had been recalled. She had r
reply and was approached by one of
the librarians Hi'i asionished and as-
founding reply was, "Why, I ve had
only one noti H>!» How many did she
Notices for unclaimed reserve books
may seem su perfluous to the awra^
n modem English. H is proper-
tied for in advance as a reserved
and there is fierce comprnuon
between a history class and two
divisions of English literature. At least
eight persons ask to sign for it during
evening, but all are refused, of
je. When the librarian takes ac-
count of stock—i. e.. of the reserve slips
at 9:30—and finds that St. Benedict
has not been called for, do you wonder
that she sends a notice saying, to quote
literally, "An unclaimed reserved book
may prevent another student from
having a much needed volume"?
As to overdue reserved books, we can
change the tenor of our words and say
that in this respect the students do
very well, indeed. Of the large num-
bers of reserved books that go out
overnight, very few are returned later
than 8:40 the next morning. Probably
less than "one-half of one per cent'
have to be telephoned or written for
So this is a very good record.
Note: We hope that the above ex
planation which was written by twi
members of the staff who are in a po
sitlon to know the facts and the dif
Acuities connected with sending ou
the notices will bring about even mon
co-operation on the part of the stu
Etliel Dane Roberts.
Librarian.
LET THERE BE LIGHT!
To the Wellesley College News:
"How are the mighty fallen!" Ii
other words, where are the good old
days? Please don't get nervous
begin to squirm. I do not refer to
Victorian era nor even to the golden
dents were students.
They studied unconsciously the I
they lived in. They were powei
politics. In other words, they knew
their current events. They must in-
Few people in college today know
anything about actual social conditions
in the city of Boston, for instance, or of
the sad tangle the senate of this coun-
try is getting itself into, or of the val-
iant struggle of the London Naval Con-
ference, in spite of the dampening col-
lapse of France's home government.
An East Indian student was present
at a recent intercollegiate C. A. confer-
ence called together to discuss campus
problems, and was outstanding in dis-
cussion groups, for maturity and pro-
fundity of thinking. While New Eng-
enders glanced over the surface, he hit
through to the depths beneath. It was
obvious that he had spent time and
thought on both national and world
Students isolated on a campus tend
to become narrow and ignorant in every
day affairs of the outside world. This
should not be so; for they are suppos-
edly leaders after graduation. Although
Wellesley is not in the heart of a big
city, although it has no cause to riot
against a dictatorship as did recently
the students of MadTid, nevertheless we
should be well informed on national
POESY
Lines to One Bodily Incarcerated in
Simpson
4 steady footing underneath the Bough,
A little asafetida, and thou
Above me, chatting from thy Window-
Ledge—
Measles and Mumps were Paradise
Dante wandering through the '
I saw a girl pursue a Bible book.
Round and round she ran.
This perturbed me. "It is futile,
I have one copy and the others
Have been swiped."
LINES TO LITERATURE '
afraid.
But if you've forgotten,
And the Terror <
groups on in-
ter-racial and international problems.
The Liberal and the Cosmopolitan
Clubs crop up with something new and
valuable almost weekly. In the name
of Intelligence, why don't students take
more advantage of these opportunities
if only to shield their ignorance from






iee I yearn, and thy remembered
e who wades the slush, yet longs
in-kissed sands of far He-spend.-
A BIT OF LEADEN-FOOTED VERSE
Come, snatch the Vote, and in sheer
Shed the worn garments of Indiffer-
The Birds Elect must leap a whole long
Year—
And will ye leave them sitting on the
REQUIEM
And this is the song
Of a super-aesthetical.
Ultra-heretical.
Not very poetical fool.
I'm very clever.
I'm very witty,
And altho' I've never
Made a song or ditty;
Emotions rule me
A drunken sot













are fax less obtuse passages in Shakes-
peare than is generally believed and
that Shakespeare should be played in
the "forthright manner" rather than
with the elocutionary and declamatory
attitudes that are more traditional, was
well exemplified in the opening per-
formance of his company sponsored by
the Chicago Civic Shakespearean So-
ciety. King Lear was played through-
out with vigor and enthusiasm. The
performance moved forcefully through
the culminative scenes of the tragedy.
Leiber, himself, played Lear with great
directness and portrayed the madness
of the king with notable restraint.
The settings attempted to suggest
rather than fully present the scenes in
most cases but seemed, in a good many
instances, slightly amateurish and in-
adequate. Particularly unsuccessful was
the use of the mechanical device for
portraying stormy clouds passing
across the heavens; this product of
modern ingenuity jarred. Lear, alone,
was capable of suggesting to an audi-
ence, however delinquent in imagina-
tion in contrast to the Elizabethans,
the stormy condition of the elements.
Lawrence Cecil, as Kent, was out-
standing; the quality of his voice, as
well as the strength in his stage
presence pleased. The daughters were
less happy in their portrayals. A lack
of personality in their characterizations
detracted from the effectiveness of the
competent cast that entertained at the
Wilbur on Monday night. And, if their
first offering to Boston is a fair sample
of what the company has to offer, Wel-
lesley should enjoy this opportunity to
see Shakespeare capably and satisfy-
:tive to contemplate and a delight
le ear. They were shown best in
poems which were read with the
least attempt at dramatic interpretation.
such as Stephen Crane's / Saio a Man,
nson's Richard Cory, Frost's Fire
Ice, all the Imagist verse read, and
Bodenheim's Death. The failure to
ingly
CAMPUS CRITIC
under the auspices of the Department
of Reading and Speaking. After reading
from the Invocation of Benet's John
Brown's Body, a passage which indi-
mentioned a flowing kindliness and
good humor, a spirit of independence
and individualism amounting some-
national
After this, Mr. Irvine fortunately die
not try too hard to prove his slight the-
sis, but instead gave an abbreviated an-
thology very much in the Untermeyer
manner of well-known poen
gar Allen Poe's day to our o
eluded Emerson, Whitma:
Bailey Aldrich, and Emily
as representatives of the earlier poetry
reader tried tc
ly the various movements
winch his autho
designed more to amuse tha:
Turning
Irvine read from Markham,
Masters, Stephen Crane, Ro
and Carl Sandburg. He next rea<
from the Imagist group of poets, thei
from the exponents of free verse for it
own sake. Coming back to the poet
tiens from Louis Untermeyer, Jean
Starr Untermeyer, Edna St. Vincent
Millay, and Vachel Lindsay
The selection from The Congo led back
to the study of sound and rhythm; s
Mr. Irvine ended his reading with






On Monday. March third, at eight
;lock, Miss Blanche Brocklebank,
piano instructor in the Department of
isic, gave a recital at Billings Hall,
great part of the charm of her re-
t. z. E. STUDIO
compositions which included in one
short hour Bach's Italian Concerto,
Beethoven's Sonata Opus 31, No. 3,
Bruyeres and Poissons d'Or of Debussy,
Datise Humoresque of Stojowski, Rich-
amusing Parrot, Man
Lebt nur Einmal of Strauss-Tausig,
two delightful encores—MacDow-
Rigaudon and n picturesque Mil-.iv
this widely varied group Miss
'ed throughout a con-
incing confidence, with a resulting
technique which displayed
who attended T. Z. E. studio re-
n Saturday night will agree that
T. Z. E. has regained her lost tech-
As this was the goal toward
they were aiming, T. Z. E. can
congratulate itself on a most success-
il exhibition. It is always difficult in
ich work to avoid cast shadows, which
ve an aspect of relief to the painting.
Though last year's studio was not free
such effects, the pictures this
lad a most flat, paint-like qual-
The society deserves great credit
chieving this most difficult and
important point.
Miss LeClaire acknowledged the im-
portant part played by Miss Alice Van
en Brown of the Art Department
Tying out its technique.
i general criticism it may be said
the light cast upon the pictures
lot strong enough, so that some
degree of effectiveness through a
general darkening of tone.
s was true of The Shepherdess,
after Millet. Though considerably
1, this kept a nice relation of tone
;. Raphael's Tommasco Ijwhirami
l good resemblance to the original
aroscuro. the
great ruff making a bold pattern
against the dark background.
The Woman Mending, after Millet,
would have been highly successful had
lot been for the use of a real candle,
the trembling of the flame and its
high, value impossible to attain with
destroyed the "picture"
effect. The color was good, fresh and
The Zurburan was sue
cessful in the effect of the light back
ground, always a difficult matter.
Manet's Portrait was the most sue
ssful in suggesting a real painting
id the personality of the paintei
The color was excellent, fresh yet sub
dued by a good harmony of tone rela
tions. A good suggestion of depth an
a very pleasing color tone was made i
Israel's Night be/ore the Parting an
the Portrait of a Lady causj.lir much :
the sparkle of the original. The ex
hibition ended in two very striking
presentations, The Lady in Y
after Dwing. and a detail from My
Uncle Daniel and His Family, after
Zoloaja. The complete eliminati
shadow in The Lady in Yellow made
it achieve the effect of paintin:
quick burst of applause proves thi
cessful suggestion of Zoloaja it
last. The three best were perhaps the
Manet, the Dwing and the Zoloajj
Between the exhibitions the society
Knoblauch,
some spiritual piano selections by
Marion Fuller.
All in all, Wellesley may feel that
the performance may be very justly
claimed as a credit to us. With so
much that is praiseworthy, it never-
theless is necessary to recall with regret
the impressive silence in which these
pictures formerly were viewed and to
suggest that if music be used that it




approach the most difficult pa^oee--
h assurance. The endurance re-
red in the Presto giojoso of the Bach
and the Presto con fuoco of the Bee-
thus skilfully furnished
cs were presented with an
expression was
sacrificed for the sake of technique in
these two. if the Debussy seemed at
resulting from this was delightfully off-
by the humorous Parrot, in which
Robinson Crusoe tried unsuccessfully
to teach his pet to say "Pretty Polly,"
the perverse bird replies only in
own language. An effective com-
position in itself is here given every
of whimsical interpretation, and
thus most entertaining. The last
iver, for laden with embellish-
;, it was ably played. The last en-
Tlie Music Box, was popular be-
pressionless continuity, which inevitab-
ly was brought to a halting close when
the Music Box ran down.
Miss Brocklebank's recital showed
once more the talent of our Faculty.
A delicate suggestion that more of us
should use the opportunity to enjoy it
M. P.. '30.
BERENICE VAN SLYKE
the iPoets' Reading - that <
bring a Wellesley alumna t
lege, Berenice Van Slyke of t
1913. gave the first reading
ries in Billings Hall, Monday
March 10.
The vein of poetry from which Miss
Van Slyke drew the selections reac
would seem distinctly lyrical, with :
quality of feminine delicacy rathe:
than vigor. In her more sturdy pas
sages, full of sound and color, she i
often reminiscent of Millay; in he:
thinner strain she perilously ap
proaches the outposts of sentimentality
Her rhythms are consistently eloquent
of a trained ear; among the first poems
however, introduced a wry note.
Definite emphasis on the specific, st
often neglected by moderns, gave e
fresh value to such poems as "Rescue,'
where a distinctly impressionistic mo-
ment gained light and life through tht
thoughtful use of descriptive detail
"Donkey at Evening" was one of the
most successful of all the poems; it wa:
unfortunate that the audience felt il
necessary to titter politely at the close
"Oh, Room, Give Me a Sign" savoured
a little of Miss Millay';
D C"; but in "Fairy Tale" a swelling
of sheer lyric loveliness divorced Miss
Van Slyke's best work from any hint
borrowed savour.
H. P. L., '32
STUDENT RECITAL
The Student Recital on Friday
lightful entertainment. It opened wi
an organ selection, Grand Choeur in
flat, by Dubois, played ably and wi
precision by Priscilla Adams.
Mr. Beveridge is to be complimented
for his organization of the Wellesley
College Chorus whose aim is to givt
anyone in the college who enjoys sing-
ing an opportunity to do so. The girl:
seem to specialize in English madnyal:
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)
Printing
We specialize in School
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of
work makes it possible















Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
"MADAME X"
"The Marriage Playground"
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
"THE LOVE PARADE"
Sport Shoes are as
much a part of the Spring-
time as the first crocus—and especially
dear are they to the heart of the college
girl. For her we have a most unusual col-
lection of spring sport shoes both for ac-
tive and spectator wear. The moccasin
type shoe illustrated will give an inkling
of what we offer. This is a combination
of dark and light beige, elk with a
gristle sole. The all-leather heel has a
gristle lift. Priced conservatively at $9
the pair. We suggest an early visit to







Out From Dreams and
Theories
The New York University School
Retailing is offering several fellowships
and scholarships for the year 1930-31.
Franklin Simon Research Fellowships
Two—offered by Mr. Franklin Simon
with a cash value of $650. A research
fellowship does not include store ser-
vice. The recipients devote the after-
noons to research in retailing under the
supervision of the Dean of the School
of Retailing.
Requirements: College degree and
store experience.
Oliver A. Olsen Scholarship
Offered in memory of Mr. Oliver A.
Olsen. Value of $280—the scholar ap-
pointed has privilege of store service.
School of Retailing Scholarships
Four—each with cash value of $280.
A scholarship does not excuse a student
from store service, remuneration for
which amounts to approximately $400
in addition to the $280.
Candidates must be college grad-
Service Fellowships
Accepted candidates for the School
of Retailing have store service during
the afternoon. The remunei
amounts to approximately $400. This
gives an excellent opportunity to sei
experience in the large stores of me
politan New York.
Master of Science in Retailing
Graduates of accredited colleges
ceive the degree of master of scieno
retailing upon the completion of
college year of acceptable work.
For further information write Dean
Norris A. Brisco, New York Universi
School of Retailing, Washington Squa:
East, New York. N. Y.
have four weeks of finding out present-
day conditions in urban America. She
will visit such places as Ellis Island,
Harlem, the Juvenile Court, and re-
form schools. She will be given a
touch of case work so that she will un-
derstand how it is done. Doors will be
opened to her that are not open to the
Don't miss the chance of hearing
Miss Tousley tell you all about it.
Come to Z. A. at 4:30 Tuesdav. March
THE TEACHING APTITUDE TEST
On February 14, under the auspices
of the Personnel Bureau, a Teaching
Aptitude Test was given to eighty-three
juniors and seniors. The reliability of
this test has been estimated at .91.
The highest score was made by Miss
Mary Klaer, of the class of 1930. It is
a pleasure to Teport that a large num-
ber of those taking the test showed a
very good degree of "aptitude" for
teaching. The average score was 153,
and the mid-score 155. The results ob-
tained in Wellesley College compare
very favorably indeed with results ob-
tained thus far in other institutions.
It should be kept in mind that prog-
nostic testing is in its infancy, and very
much needs to be done in working out
tests which shall be entirely satisfac-
tory in determining the fitness of a stu-
dent to enter the teaching profession.
The member of the Department of Ed-
ucation who gave the test hopes that a
little later, she may find time to work
out the answer to certain questions
istance, the correlation be-
rank of students in the test-
I their general academic





the score made in
piece of evidence of the student's fit
ness to teach. No matter how high he
score may be, she needs a good am
adequate equipment in the academi
subject which she expects to teach, am
a thorough grounding in Education-
the study of her profession.
A. J. McKeag.
ATTENTION, JUNIORS!
Miss Tousley will be in Wellesley
Tuesday. March 18, to tell you all about
Junior Month. If you are interested in
psychology, economics, social service, or
in people, you will want to hear what
DANA HALL TO HEAR TALK ON
STAFFORD MEMORIAL THEATRE
On Sunday, March 16, at 2;30
in the Dana Hall Auditorium ther
t address given by Sir Archibald
Flower of Stratford-on-Avon, England.
Governor of the Council for the
Memorial Theatre. Sir Archibald
Flower has recently been knighted be-
with this undertaking. It has meant
creating an interest throughout the
length and breadth of Great Britain.
Canada and the United States in the
perpetuation of Shakespeare's immor-
tal dramas, and the erection of an ap-
propriate theatre in which the great
plays may be acted throughout the
years to come. Miss Cooke extends a
L friends to hear this unusual
; the auditorium. Lady Flower
be a guest of honor.
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Today, tomorrow and Saturday the
Community Playhouse in Wellesley
Hills is showing two features, both
filled with action and both con-
taining the popular theme songs
seemingly complete, but both of suf-
ficient individuality to provide variety.
Joan Crawford in Untamed lias had a
needs explanation to any who have
heard her popular Song of the Jungle.
The story is one of a girl brought up
in Central America who is transplanted
into a social world for which she is
entirely unprepared. The second pic-
ture. Red Hot Rhythm, with Alan Hale
and Josephine Dunn, is on the musical
comedy order with scenes laid in The
City.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of
next week there are also to be shown
two pictures, one of which is certain-
ly such an achievement in the moving
pictu that
second picture will not deprive it
of any of its effectiveness. This is
Madame X. Ruth Chatterton does
magnificent acting in a drama that
equals any that the stage has produced.
With it is to be shown The Marriage
Playground, and since another is to be
coupled with Madame X, we are glad
that it is to be this one. Mary Brian
plays the lead in a story of naivete






means delicious little sand-
wiches, and cakes, and
steaming hot good tea . . .
or it may mean any of the
other very tempting sugges-
tions on a menu especially
planned to delight you after
a day of shopping!
brea\fast street floor
luncheon main store




Let us preserve that photograph you have by
framing it in a Morocco or Florentine leather, silver
or hand-carved frame.
A good assortment from which to select at moderate prices.
Studio of F. E. SLINGERLAND
Morton Building, Wellesley Tel. Well.
XLhc Blue Dragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11.00 A.M. lo 7JO P.M. Sunday, 5.30 to 7.30 P. M
Tel. Welle.ley 1089
mrs. f. l. ward EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY
Rooms for Prom and Commencement. artistically done at the
Attractive Rooms For Guests. NICHOLAS STUDIO
62 Church Street, Wellesley .lL . .
with reasonable prices.
Tel. Wei. 0449.W Th(! Arc.
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Exclusively for the Guests of Students
Phone Wellesley 0968 Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
Sat-ten Restaurant





| Hotel Martha Washington
i (Exclusively for Women)
I 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
ft NEW YORK CITY
^ The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shopping, the Theatres
Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Offered in New Yotk.
DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHER
/ith Running Water





A select party of students will leave New York via the Cunard
Line S. S. Samarin on Saturday, June 21st, fur a most comprehensive
72-day tour of Scotland, England, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany,
Italy and France.
Special arrangements have been made for the party to witness
the "Passion Play" at Obcrammergau, and a special auto tour to the
Chateau Country.
Tin's Wellesley College Tour offers a wonderful opportunity
for students to spend a most enjoyable, as well as educational sum-
mer abroad, and the inclusive rate for the tour is exceedingly low,
considering the high class accommodation-- and service provided.
oklet describing the \
Mary G. Hamblen
may be secured on application t
Miss Ruth Rhodes
Mi 31 Solution
A Triple-Action Cleanser for Mouth, Nose and Throat
That's Mi 31 Solution, the popular deodorant and prophylactic,





i you shouldIn your further search tor cleanliness and :
\li 31 Solution a< a scalp and hair treatment. If you desire to refresh
md deodorize the atmosphere n] any room, spray Mi 31 Solution from
Mi 31 Solution
Pint Bottle .... 59c
LIGGETT'S
539 Washington Street Wellesley, Mass.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW,
BIBLIOPHILE
Tlie Man Who Lost Himself. Osbert
Sitwell.
The Man Who Lost Himself is a
polished experiment. Mr. Sitwell says
in his preface that it is a continuation
of the innovation in style that he first
used in Before the Bombardment.
which is a novel which expresses the
post-Victorian, pre-war period. His
new book expresses the post-war period
and carries the history of the hero,
Tristram Orlander, through the next
war, the Great World War of 1953-57,
and to his death in '59 and his obituary
The structure of the novel is most
curious; for the opening part has the
usual time distribution and detail. In
this part the author who tells the story
from his personal point of view, and
yet absolutely impersonally, gives an
account of his school days with the
Tristram Orlander, of the World War
of Orlander's breakdown and the trip
to Spain where he became enamoured
of Granada. Orlander passes many-
years there, during which time two ex-
natural phenomena, which was only i
dream, but in which he thought that
he went to a hotel, and asked for
self and was shown to the room i
old man who welcomed him and said
that he would see him again, and then
Orlander found that he had fainted
and was lying on the floor of the hotel
lobby. The other incident was a lit-
erary conversation in which Sitwell
rhvilims. Nancy Nichols in the Chopin
Etude Op, 25, No. 12, showed technical
ability and good tone production. The
Prelude in G by Chasins, and Debussy
Valse, La plus que lente, played by
Jeanne Nicholas were unusually well
interpreted. The valse was especially
Marjm'if Hussev played the only vio-
lin number on the program, La Folia
Sonata by Corelli. The sonata was
sympathetically played, and in the in-
tricate and difficult cadenza of double





almost a quarter of the book and it is
evident that Sitwell thinks that
through the conversation of thinking
men a great deal of a period may be
conveyed and that descriptions of
changing customs in other than a very
brief and impersonal way, are useless.
The story of Orlander then continues
with his return to the world of com-
mercial England where he becomes a
popular novelist and marries a wealthy
woman, and totally changes from the
poetical, sensitive writer of his youth.
He lectures in America as do all good
Englishmen; and there he has an
amusing experience with a society ne-
gress. who asks him if he is of a good
family and used to mingling in the best
society, for, as she explains, she does
not believe in the mixing of the classes.
The last part is very hurried, but a full
description is given of his death, for
again he goes to Granada and asks for
himself and this time finds a young
ing for him, and then Orlander dies.
Originally Sitwell intended the title
to be Tlie Man Who Found Himself
but then since another novel was
it to The Man Who Lost Himself,
which does equally well. The reader,
at least, loses temporal and spacial con-
sciousness and is not surprised when a
person narrates the death of another
with unknown details. The style is
kaleidoscopic, and absolutely objective,
for no time is wasted on how a person
feels, only a statement of the emotion.
He is evidently much influenced by
the witticisms of Oscar Wilde, of whom
much of his work is reminiscent. His
work is not immoral nor obscene, but it
gives a decidedly unorthodox flavor and
has the same hard brilliance and un-
truthful glitter of the amoral Nietzsche
which stimulates but does not invigor-
The book is a new experience and
gives the reader a sensation com-
parable to that given by a roller coast-
er. Sitwell has amused himself; and
if novelty and cleverness make a novel.
why then The Man Who Lost Himself
will be read in many a deck chair.
-TIIHAT RECITAL
'Continued from Page 5, Col. 3)
and folk songs, but in this recital in-
cluded the Finale from the Gondoliers,
and Parry's Jerusalem. The Chorus
sings with quite a bit of spirit, and cer-
tainly with considerable enjoyment,
which is the raison d'etre of ensemble
Tlie Debussy La Soiree dans Gren-
ade, played by Lois Catron, was inter-
preted with feeling for its Snanish
An opportunity to compete f
Isabelle Eastman Pisk Prize is
tn all members of the sophomor
whether they are taking a coi
Readme and Speaking or not.
prize is given for the best four-minute
extemporaneous speech on a topic cho-
sen by the student and approved by
the Department of Reading and Speak-
ing.
There will be a try-out on Friday.
April 18, at four o'clock, in Matthison
House. Prom this preliminary speak-
ing, ten students will be chosen to ap-
pear in the final contest on April 25.
Any sophomore desiring to take ad-
vantage of this opportunity is requested
to leave her name and topic at Matthi-
son House on or before April 14. The
be posted on the Reading and Speak-
ing bulletin boards on April 21. The
name of the student to whom the prize
is awarded will be announced at the
Davenport Prize Contest on May 16.
The public is cordially invited to at-
tend the final contest on May 16.
JUDICIAL CHANGE
(Continued from Page 1. Col.
dents with the minor officers, o
understanding that if the
>es not pass the admendment, the
action is annulled.
With the re-organization of the sub-
name of Judiciary to Supreme
Court, and the title Chairman ol
diciary to Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court.
At the same time it is proposed
the Pire Chief be elected from those
who have held the office of Fire Cap-
tain in their junior year. This
must be only a <'"r,nii;<;na] cler'ir.t
will be put through
after elections are over.
The proposed amendments must first
receive the signature of one hundred
students. These are now being col-
lected. It will then be taken to the
Senate, where a two-thirds vote is re-
quired to approve it; Senate has al-
ready expressed its favor of the re-
organization. Finally it must go to
Association (the entire student
• where a majority vote—probably
taken through house meetings—is
red for its adoption. In the mean-
members of C. G. will have ex-
plained the new amendment in the
tnd copies will be given to each
Smoking Not Extended
; Friday meeting Senate also
considered smoking in society houses.
Believing that the request was not de-
le other, and feeling also that past
of the permission already given
;ge, it was voted that the request
should not be granted.
With the new method of electing the
Fire Chief, it was voted that the Fire
Captains themselves shall in the future
ated by the Head of House, the House
President and Secretary-Treasurer, and
if possible, the Fire Captain of the
House of the preceding year.
Miss Clapp was instructed to appoint
a committee of students to meet with
a committee of the Academic Council
for the purpose of simplifying the
spring's social schedule, of which many
students, especially seniors, have com- I
CHIEF EMPHASIS OF AMATEURS
SHOULD BE UPON GOOD ACTING
Mr. Harry Irvine, with authority a;
actor and director in a semi-profes-
sional company, spoke to the NEWS
for dramatic study. "I think that
practice in dramatic work is of t
mendous benefit," Mr. Irvine said, "and
the possibilities in college are great
The study can be connected with liter-
ature, for poetry may be studied dra-
matically as it is at present in youi
Reading and Speaking department.
"But there is one emphatic warning
which I should like to offer to all i
piring little theatres"—Mr. Irvine v
enthusiastic about this point. "Pi
ducers should not think that beauty
settings and costumes can make up for
entranced with the beauty of the
scenes. They come again, and sa;
'very pretty.' They don't come a thin
time. The amateur producer is apt fo
get at things from the outside rathe
than to attain art which is fundamen
tally sound.
"The frequency of
due to the fact that it is much
to make effective sets than it is ti
good actors. Diction and voice
ing are essential to
production. I have acted the Balcony
ine was wearing the black velvet jacket
which Wellesley audiences have
admired—"with a sir] m ordinary
ning dress, without a balcony, an
full daylight. Such a scene can b
fective, as the most beautifully staged
one will not be if the acting is not good
If the actor can express every emotioi
so well that if he were behind a screei
it would stlil be conveyed to the audi
ence, then, and only then, can his act
ing be good. After that he can corn
out and add gesture, action, personalit;
—every effective element possible ti
him even to a black velvet jacket—but
diction must first be perfected
"The great trouble with American
actors and readers is bad diction
They strike a monotonous tone and
pound on it. They think that raising
the voice means pounding harder on
it" (Mr. Irvine illustrated with gusto
this point upon which, he, an English-
man, seemed to feel strongly. The in-
terviewer shuddered as she recalled her
own sins in Reading and Speaking
104.) "Raising the voice should mean
raising it in musical pitch."
kerchief which he had flaunted several
times during his reading. Mr. Irvine de-
clared that it had distinct Bolshevist
significance. Although he had found
the final number of his program some-
what exhausting, Mr. Irvine enjoyed
T the Wellesley





; interest, and this eve
remarkably few coui
complete abandon
are not suppressed ir
Mr. Irvine's reading.
ON CAMPUS
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3)
by this author that will be presented
by the department club at its open
performance for this year. The second
part of Friday's program
the presentation of a seen
L'Habit Vert, a play by de Fl
Caillavet.
r=)
All college vespers were held i
. on Sunday evening, March 9




FORD HALL SOCIETY REVIVES
SWEDISH SHAKESPEARE'S PLAY
Boston is soon to witness a revival of
August Strindberg's masterpiece, "The
Dream Play." by the Ford Hall Forum
Dramatic Society, one of the most act-
ive of the "little theatre" groups.
When George Bernard Shaw was
awarded the Nobel Prize, in 1926, he
announced that he already had more
money than he could use, and directed
that a fund be established for the pur-
pose of making Swedish literature bet-
ter known in England. Shaw was cho-
sen Honorary President of the Anglo-
Swedish Literary Foundation, and the
writer to be honored with the first
translation into English by the founda-
tion was Strindberg.
Strindberg occupies in Sweden ap-
achieved in England
a hundred years or so after his death.
His plays are classics in Sweden, and
to criticise Strindberg is to attack a
Eugene O'Neill has acknowledged his
debt to Strindberg for the technical
construction of his plays.
In "The Dream Play," which is his
highest achievement in the expression-
istic drama. Strindberg accomplishes
the difficult feat of making drama of
the stuff of dreams. The violent con-
flicts which troubled his own nature
throughout life are here expressed as
in a vision. The present staging is
under the direction of Charles Flato.
Players at Provincetown as assistant to
the director.
There will be but four performances,
evenings. Tuesday and Wednesday.
March 11 and 12, and Friday and Sat-
urday, March 14 and 15, at the Barn,




SIX DAY WEEK MUST CONTINUE
THIS WEEKS QUESTION
What do you think is the desirability
or possibility of eliminating Saturday
classes from the schedule?
THE ANSWERS
Miss Mary Frazer Smith. College
Recorder:
I do not think the elimination of
Saturday classes is either desirable or
if this step
elasticity in
a student's choice of courses. Either
the Saturday classes would be held on
Friday afternoon, which would involve
great conflict
seminars, or the number
would be limited to three, meeting five
would
Moreover, if the first possibility were
tested, it would necessitate more build-
>r class rooms. If the alternative
jection of all the departments winch
feel that teaching a course every other
day for a relatively longer period of
is preferable to cramming a sub-
ito a short concentrated period.
.
: last objection is that this change
would involve a transference of the
present 11:40 Saturday troubles to 4:40
Friday. The entire college would
i be requesting elimination of this
period from the schedule, so that they
could get away by the middle of the
Miss Anna J. McKeag, Professor of
Education
:
the question of elimination
of Saturday classes is a practical mat-
3ted with the question of
and dependent upon the
the College Recorder. Wel-
lesley used to have no classes on Mon-
day, which was preferable to a free
Saturday, but that system was changed
order to give the students, especial-
ly the upper classmen, wider range in
the selection of electives.
From an educational standpoint. 1
am not prepared to say that I think
a course taught every day is either
is taught only ever;
Grace Rose, 1930
Western College, O
Oxford University, Oxford. England
I do not think there is a great d
ference between the five and the
day week. At Western College th>
were no Monday classes; so the we<
ends were freer and pleasanter. .
though there were more classes in I
five days than we have, the atmosph
seemed somewhat, more leisured tr
ai. Wellesley. because of the whole (
which could be devoted to any nee
were required to be in bed at ten. There
was no complication of schedule, be-
cause the college was so small that in-
dividual conflicts could be straightened
out with no great difficulty.
I think that the greatest advantage
was the fact that work could be put of*
until Monday; so Sunday was really
considered a day in which one could
get away from routine and monotony.
At Wellesley one never feels completely
free.
The system at Oxford could hardly
be compared with ours, because of the
freedom in the attendance at lectures.
At Oxford, as at Wellesley, any day
could be free, if we wanted to take it,
but lectures were not taken for granted
as classes are here; so there really was
more freedom than at Wellesley.
HISTORY DEPARTMENT OFFERS
TWO PRIZES FOR SENIOR WORK
The Department of History offers
1. The Woodrow Wilson Prize in
Modern Politics to be awarded at com-
mencement to the member of the
paper on some political phase of the
nineteenth or twentieth centuries.
2. The Erasmus Prize, to be awarded
at commencement to the member of
the senior class who presents the best
paper on some historical subject, using
mainly source material.
Rules Governing the Competition
1. Papers must be left in Room 118,
Founders Hall, not later than May 31.
2. Competitors must submit three
typewritten copies of their papers.





envelope containing the author's name
and pseudonym.
3. Papers must be properly docu-
mented, must contain certain bibliog-
raphy, and must be based, as far as
possible, upon source material.
4. No paper may be submitted for
SOPHOMORE PROM TO BE GIVEN
FOR FRESHMEN ON MARCH 20TH
fair promises to be decidedly different
from all previous proms. Novel decora-
tions, the details of which the commit-
tee refuses to reveal. Bert Lowe's pop-
ular orchestra, programs uniquely de-
signed by Louise Seedenburg, an unus-
the ;
tractions of the dance. Tlie entertain
ment will take place in the auditoriun
so that everyone may have a chance t
fortably. The freshmen can hardly ap
predate to the full the benefits of thi
innovation. Sophomores who remem
old futile striving to see over myriac
i will be grateful and relieved,
sophomores are urged to attenc
to bring their freshmen. Or
a 14 and 15, at the Ad Building
mores are asked to check theii
i taking to the I
man of Music: Ellen Nealley.
Chairman of Decorations: Cornelia
Chairman of Invitations: Barbara
Chairman of Programs; Mary Gage.
Chairman of Refreshments: Helen
Gunner.
Chairman of Entertainments: Elise
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
EDUCATION IN RACE PROBLEM
SUBJECT OF SECOND LECTURE
Although dealing specifically
the topic of Education and tlie Race
Problem. Dick Hill, in his second lee
ture, given at T. Z. E. on Thursday af-
ternoon, March 6, at three-forty, de
voted a few moments of the time to i
brief discussion of the race problem a:
it enters into transportation. The sit'
iiation is most acute in the south
there it is practically impossible for i
negro to get a pullman reservation: tin
[ self-respectingthai I
rarely dining-car service and then only
on the third call; the crowding is in-
tolerable; and there is no reduction in
fare to compensate for the discomforts
and inconveniences. Corresponding
conditions prevail in the negro wait-
ing-rooms in the stations. "The prob-
lem is one which can only be attacked
by whites in a position to influence the
Interstate Commerce Commission."
The public attitude toward negro ed-
ucation, particularly in the south, has
been based, up until the last few years,
on the idea that the negro simply does
not possess the intellectual capacity of
the white man. The abuses resultant
from this dogma are unbelievable. In
many parts of the south, negro chil-
dren attend school seven weeks of the
• the ,
school year for the whites. One inves-
tigator found one negro student in
seven supposedly negro schools visited.
The teachers in negro schools have too
often not themselves finished grammar
school. The salaries of white and ne-
gro instructors, teaching the same sub-
jects, sometimes the same pupils, may
vary unbelievably, the negroes receiving
in many cases less than one-third the
amount of the salaries of the
Prior to 1918 there were no put
schools for negroes. The only
through which any advance wi
at all was the denominational school.
The negroes comprise thirty per cent
of the population of the southern
states. In the ten years between 1918
and 1928 there was appropriated for
negro education twenty-nine million
dollars; for the same length of time,
over the same area, there was appro-
priated for white students two hundred
and seventy million dollars. The par-
tial salvation of the negro has come
not from legislation, but from the edu-
cational movement initiated by Julius
Rosenwald; it has been kept alive by
outside contributions which have done
much to further a growing interest in
this problem. There are. surprisingly
enough, several unusually good normal
schools for negroes; but there is diffi-
culty in obtaining positions for the
graduates—a difficulty with which ne-
gro graduates of colleges as well as nor-
mal schools are faced.
In reply to questions, Mr. Hill said
that he advocated "separate and equal
opportunities for negroes and whites."
But he went on to say that under pres-
ent conditions this seems to be impos-
sible. It is our problem. What are we
C. A. BOARD MEETING
On Monday evening, March
Shuki-spi.'arc. the Board of the C
tian Association served after d
coffee to the members of all con
tees. A meeting of the Board
then held, and the reports of the
various committees were given sc
the committee members might gain
thei ' the
Christian Association as a whole.
Reports were given of the confer-
ences held at Smith and Poland Springs
;..: . ... ; ..... :. :>::.: ..:' V-
end at Brockton. The Freshman
Council gave an account of their work
the most important of which is con
cemed with the Wednesday night
meetings held in the Village and with
the entertainment of the children in
the hospital in Wellesley Hills by
groups of freshmen who go over every
Sunday.
The Community Service told of their
ark with the maids. The committee




ing library for the
studying history.
colic: . -
RABBI HARRY LEVI TO LEAD
VESPERSJTJ. A., MARCH 16
The Christian Association is depart-
ing somewhat from its custom by hav-
ing an out-of-college speaker conduct
the next vesper service. Rabbi Harry
Levi will lead vespers at 7:00 P.M.,
March 16, in Z. A.
Rabbi Levi is one of the leading
ministers of New England at the pres-
ent time. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate
of the Hebrew Union College, he has
for almost twenty years been affiliated
with Temple Israel in Boston.
Rabbi Levi is a liberal thinker, as
well as an interesting speaker. It is
hoped that as many as possible will
avail themselves of the unusual oppor- A
tunity of hearing him here, since this Lighter w
is "the first time since 1926-1927 that he Please rel
has spoken in Welleslev. I^v,n«u ..~.
SEVENTEEN COLLEGES GATHER
AT NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE
Delegates from
et together on the week-end of Peb-
:ary 29 to March 2 at a conference at
Poland Springs, Maine. Discussion
the practical and mystical as-
pects of religion was lead by various
group leaders.
Representatives from Harvard, Colby,
M. I. T„ Simmons, Radcliffe, Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, University of
Vermont, Bates and other colleges met
on Friday evening to hear the confer-
ence opened by two Boston speakers.
Mr, Sidney Lovett, pastor at Mount
Vernon Street Church, and Mr. John
Kingman, prominent social service
worker, each in the Boston district,
gave his side of the problem of mak-
ing a direct connection between the
spiritual life, and active religion in the
form of social service work,
agreed that there was no diret
between the two; that social
work is merely an expression of the
personal religion.
he work of Christian
various college ca
puses was revealing. Harvard has
Christian Association, as such,
those interested may do direct work
in Boston. Other schools have credi
given in various courses for their out
side work at settlement houses.
By vote of the conference, a telegran
was sent to President Hoover, and :
cable to the London Conference, pledg
ing support for active peace work.
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB MEETING
Tlie Cosmopolitan Club had
meeting at Agora on Friday evening,
March 7. at which the program was
given by the Japanese students, dressed
in their native costumes. Fuki Wooye-
naka presided, and opened the program
by interpreting the songs which were
sung by Haruko Ono in a remarkably
sweet voice. The songs ranged in
riety from a slightly sentimental song
of parting to the three patriotic songs
celebrating the Emperor's birthday,
Empire Day, and New Year's. To one
of the songs Chleko Utsumi danced,
showing the grace and quiet which dis-
tinguishes oriental dancing from ours.
A demonstration of the Tea Cere-
mony was the most important event of
the evening. As Fuki Wooyenaka ex-
plained, the Tea Ceremony is a cere-
mony entirely distinct from the mere
serving of tea to one's friends infor-
mally. The Tea Ceremony was orig-
inated in the fifteenth century by Ja-
pan's most famous tea master, as a pro-
igainst the love of luxury and ar-
tificiality which was taking possession
of the country. Purity and simplicity
,ts cardinal principles, and the
complicated rules which have been for-
ulated for its celebration are to bring
it these two virtues. Participating in
e Tea Ceremony means entering the
a house in proper humility, observing
quiet that permits hearing the bub-
ing of the kettle, and composing the
ind to noble thoughts for three hours.
During this time the host serves the
uestun Ira- a meaning. As it
demonstrated on Friday night,
Chieko played the part of host, and
and Haruko were the guests. The
beauty of its restraint was not lost
they
ed, to look at the exhibition of
Japanese dolls and lacquered trays and
.
The program ended with re-
freshments of tea and rice cakes.
LONDON CONFERENCE BROADCASTS
NaiiMi al Student
a, feeling that the London Dis-
Conference has not fulfilled
the purpose for which it was called,
is trying to interest the students of our
colleges in the progress of the Naval
Conference. Three programs on this
be broadcast from London
for that purpose, and anyone interested
may hear them on the Tower Court
radio. On March 15th, at 1:50 P.M.,
three speakers will discuss "The Prog-
ress of the London Naval Conference."
On Thursday, March 13th, 8:15-8:30,
Reports from the London Naval Con-
given. And on Thurs-
day, March 20th, 8:15-8:30 P.M.. more




Wellesley Inn, Room 5
Hours 9:30 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Phone Wei. 0180, 0049, 0050
d Ronson Cigarette
initials J. M. on it.
449 Tower Court.
OUR FOURTH PRESIDENT MADE
NUMEROUS INGENIOUS CHANGES
lege was created upon her m,iu::ur.i.-
tion. Miss Margaret E. Stratton was
appointed to this position to leave the





s one of the earliest of the
place these subjects on her
list of electives for a degree.
In that same year the famed "set pe-
riods of silence" were no longer re-
quired, periods during which students
had been sent to their rooms for twenty
minutes every evening for meditation,
prayer, and reading of the scriptures.
The following year came the discontin-
uation of domestic work, which had
consisted of one hour a day of house-
work to promote democratic feeling
among students of differing grades of
"For the benefit of those unfamiliar
with the old regime," Miss Shacklord
tells us feelingly, it must be explained
that "the system brought all students
into close relationship with kitchen,
pantries and dining-room, with brooms.
dusters, and other household utensils."
The library opened its yawning por-
tals on Sunday for the first time, the
Biblical Study courses converged into a
department all their own, the corner-
stone of the Chapel the Wh.i
,i!l bcluii--speare society wa
1899 when Mrs. Irvine retired.
Upon retiring she stated that she t
lieved the necessities which had led
her appointment no longer existed, a:
she recognized that new deman
pressed which she was not fitted
Mrs. Irvine t
the south of
America only i] 1912 to
of President Pendle-
ton, and to assume temporary direction
of the French department in the year
1913-1914. After this she again re-
turned to her home in southern Prance.
CONFEREES REPORT PROBLEM
BETWEEN SECTS IN COLLEGES
college for the week-end. The follow-
ing colleges were represented: Mt.
Holyoke, Vassar, Yale, Wesleyan, Am-
herst, Harvard, Lafayette, Smith, and
Wellesley.
Mr. James Waterman Wise of New
York and Mr. Everett R. Clinchy. Sec-
retary of the "Committee on Good Will
between Jew and Gentile," led the dis-
cussion group on Conflicts of Jewish
Culture and Gentile. This group was
composed of ten Jews and twelve Gen-
tiles and the discussion opened with a
prejudice ;
We all the mani-
prejudice on college cam-
puses, where college offices are closed to
Jews and where Jews are excluded from
Next we con-
prejudice
in the vocational field—the difficulty
which Jews have in securing teaching
positions on college campuses, the diffi-
culties which the Jewish lawyer en-
counters, and the unfair discrimination
in many other lines of work.
Discrimination against the Jews in
real estate was considered, as was the
fourth manifestation of prejudice
which we noted—the feeling that "after
all
'
cially. Sectional attitudes as far as
intermarriage is concerned were dis-
cussed, and our sixth manifestation of
race prejudice was the Gentile feeling
about the religion of the Jew with its
obvious differences.
Chart of Animosity








If there are any truly Sherlockian Student Conference
persons in college they will surely have
noticed by now the blank space on the
wall of the main study hall of the li-
windows, looking toward the chapel.
The picture that hung there was taken
away some three weeks ago to a Buffalo
art exhibition of the works of Gari
Melchers, who painted 95's ret
a large portrait of Mrs. Julia Josephine
Irvine, Wellesley's fourth president.
Mrs. Irvine, who succeeded Miss Sha-
fer and who was acting president from
1895 to 1899, came at a very crucial pe-
riod of expansion in Wellesley's history.
She was well fitted for this period
since, unlike Miss Freeman and Miss
Shafer, she was a comparative new-
perspertne. havinsj ei-wird the depart-
ment of Greek only five years before
her presidency. There her unusual
personality was immediately felt.
That she was a Hicksite Quaker and
passionate and brilliant scholar are
fo of Mrs. Irvine's outstanding char-
teristics. Salem, Ohio, was her birth-
place in 1848, and it Is interesting to
that her mother was the first
n physician west of the Alleghe-
Mrs. Irvine matriculated at An-
College, Ohio, but finally took her
tnd later her M.A. at Cornell Uni-
C'h.uk.s Jan1875
made themselves felt.
i Mrs. Irvine to
after the retirement of Miss Shafer.
Immediately changes began. Aca-
demically, however, the new president
developed Miss Shafer's policy, al-
though as Miss Converse says, "She had
Irs. Palmer's skill in conveying
unwelcome fact into a resisting mind
it irritation; neither had she Miss
Shafer's self-effacing sympathetic pa-
Cultural Con-
flicts in America was held at Smith
College. The delegates divided into
three round-table groups to discuss the
problems of Negro and White, Jew and
Gentile, and Catholic and Protestant
Cultures. After several hours of dis-
cussion each group drew up its resolu-
tions and conclusions which were pre-
sented to the Conference at the even-
ing meeting on Saturday.
The Catholics in their group were
quizzed by the Protestants on the reti-
cence of the Catholic to talk about his
religion, the Catholic claim to univer-
sality, the prohibition of criticism and
the differences which the Catholic
draws between the spiritual and the
Both the Negroes and Whites par-
ticipated in the discussion of the prob-
lem of the status of the negro in this
country. The history of the present
prejudice was traced back to the be-
ginning of the slave trade and the ex-
ploitation of Africa by the states of
Europe. This group considered the
questions: "Is the mulatto superior to
the pure black?" to which the answer













The Gentile side of the chart read:
Condescension toward Jews
Complete ignorance of Jewish life
relations)
the
the i ui-.wc!,- varied; and "Is the negro
/ fitted to advance in the present
>mic order?" in answer to which it
prophesied that the negro would
when he had passed through the period
adjustment. The result of the dis-
cussion of the present situation was
the suggestion that the negro should
himself to push forward. For them-
selves, the members of the group ra-
cial groups with full social
equality on the basis of individual
Some of the speakers made real con-
tributions, especially Mr. James Water-
,n Wise of New York, Mr. Walter
White of the Association for the Ad-
rcement of the Colored People, and







istics was of course very frank and
friendly, and having tabulated them
we set out to try to find the actual
underlying causes for race prejudice.
Mr. Wise, who is a Jew and the son
of Rabbi Stephen Wise of New York,
pointed out that anti-Jewish prejudice
did not begin with Christianity, for
many Jewish characteristics winch
caused dislike then cause it today. He
intellectual and historical fact before
it was accentuated by persecution. Mr.
Wise also suggested that the Jewish
trait, of persistence or aggressiveness is
necessity;
turies ago the Jews were the chosen
people and felt their superiority; that
this trait alone accounts for Jewish
survival—the Jews being the only east-
ern race now in the west. We all
Mr. Wise that this trait of
has been intensified by
?'the Gentile is today.
he fundamental causes of
> agreed to be the religious
both Jewish and Christian
children, particularly of the Christian
child, who for years has been taught to
regard the Jew as the villain of the
Christian drama of salvation. Another
important cause of prejudice is the
which makes the Gentile jealous and
i Continued on Page 9, Col. 1)
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Jew makes rapid advance-
t his low position to one ol
;uccess. Mr. Wise pointed oul
it is after all in the "public
ess that the Jew predomin-
he department store, the
oil,
the i
which is responsible for in
antagonism felt by Gentiles.
The Jew as an agent of political
change and ferment was cited as an-
other outstanding cause for race preju-
dice, and the interesting fact was noted
that the Liberal Clubs of Smith. Yale
and other colleges are almost always
dominated by Jews. The Jew's innate
Two other causes of race prejudicf
were agreed upon by the group: non-
Jewish inhospitality to Jewish inno-
vations and, most important of all be-
ignorance of each other.
Having discovered the actual,
lying causes of our prejudice,
confronted with the questions:
we break down the group lines?"
should be our group loyalties?"
we view the individual against
group background?"
The Value of Conflicts
Mr. Wise answered our questic
quoting from John Dewey:
dividual apart from his soc
abstraction," and by saying for his
part: "Breaking down the group ',
forgets the good of conflicts,
try to avoid them, but point
positive channels; develop group
acteristics as a natural and valuable
counteracting force to Gentile life."
Mr. Wise voiced the sentiment of the
entire discussion group by saying: "We
want to preserve the group differences
which will enrich civilization. It is the
prejudice and conflict that we want to
eliminate." In conclusion he said:
"Every man and every group has a
must not only give myself,
attempt to evoke that same qualit
Feeling that the subject of our par-
portance we are recommending that
the same subject be discussed at Silver
Bay, Northfleld, Poland Springs and
other conferences at their next ses-
is set forth as follows:
Attempt to Create Understanding
We, New England college students in
conference, discussing Jewish-Gentile
relations, adopt the following state-
1. We recognize the necessity and
right of groups fully to realize
and express their own highest
2. It is obligatory for each group to
respect and stimulate the self-
expression of other groups.
3. In view of the fact that conflicts
self-expression, we propose the
following suggestions to turn
these differences into creative and
positive channels.
4. We, as individuals, will attempt to
effectuate an attitude of respect
among other groups than our
cultures in American life and
urging the consideration of such
cultures in already existing
Bringing to campuses representative
leaders of different groups to in-
terpret their groups to others.
Attempting to stimulate healthy
social contacts and relations be-
tween Jewish and Gentile groups








(Continued from Page 4, Col. 4)
LET THE GUILTY APOLOGIZE!
To the Wellesley College News:
Recently the Library authorities
posted on the door of the Brooks Room
a notice to the effect that, until the
person or persons responsible for defac-
ing two of the upholstered chairs there
with ink should apologize to the Libra-
rian, the room would remain closed.
This notice was posted about a week
ago. and as yet the person has made no
move either to acknowledge her fault
or to restore to the rest of the student
body the privilege of using this room
It is hard to understand how anyone
who has attained the degree of civiliza-




they would feel rather emba:
about contributing the majority <
articles. But after all the editors










the group controlling the magazine, but
in practice I think many of us woul
appreciate and enjoy more artich
1930.
COLLEGE AROUSES PREJUDICE
IN WOMEN AGAINST MARRIAGE
In t! March Scribner's the Presi-
Skidmore College. Henry T.
as written an important ar-
ticle on the subject of Women's Col-
leges and Race Extinction. In it he
has given statistical evidence to sup-
port the accusation by Mr. Carey in
The North American that colleges are
so prejudicing their graduates against
wifehood i
are cutting off the
Sword that shone naked
"Mark how strong it is, he
said they. "Surely it is a weapon fit
only for a great man." And they
ay, properly impressed.
Now there was in the city a Great
Man who regarded longingly the lofty
Office with the strange
is Friends, observing his desire, sa:
Assuredly the Sword is his; for the
queried. "Shall we not take the Swo
and bring it to him, since none other
as worthy?" "Nay." said they all. "f
such an act would impair his Dignil
Let the Office seek the Man, for r
greater honour. Moreover, how should





he is unworthy," protested the C
Man. "Of that I know nothing,"
turned the fellow, "but he is stn
Then the Great Man withdrew in
"Sheep!" he muttered. But
r of the Sword entered into




itors of the Literary Review
write for their magazine?
clearly that the editors are
entirely right in soliciting contributions
from the college at large, for that is the
)f the magazine—to publish a
selection of the best and
ost interesting literary efforts of the
But I don't think even this admirable
policy should be so closely followed that
any way it prevent the editors from
using their own material. Perhaps




the answer. 8105 up— 8185
cross for as liule as 3e a mile.
No-. If-r.'-.ni-.linycolle;;. slew,!
" (or T>erselO
liners on the seas, including the
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599 Wa.hington Street, Welle.ley
Telephone 1867
F. H. Porter, College Hardware Shop
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For Sophomore Prom, delight
and gladden her with a lovely
corsage. Sophomore Prom is a
big event for a Freshman, and












William Kennell. Jr., December 28. 1929.
"23 To Helen Baxter Perrin, a son,
January.
'23 To Hannah Chamberlin Taylor,
a fourth daughter, Mary
it tendency ot
frequently as
ex-'81 Georgianna Currier Nyman,
;
February 27. Wakefield. Mass.
'22 Laliah Black Pingree Salmon,
March 4. Hangchow, China.
COLLEGE NOTES
Engaged
"31 Jean MacLeish to John Dern.
Df Governor Dern of Utah.
ALUMNAE NOTES
'25 Eleanor Daboll to Mr. Lawrence
V. Trowbridge, M.I.T. '22.
Married
'23 Stella M. Balderston to Mr. By-
Dn Alexander Brand. February 28.






per person as th<
itself is so low that
mated that a class of
its graduates today will have only fifty
| male descendants two hundred years
jj ]
While men's colleges
.. ground in comparison wit!
as a whole, the leading
]
leges are losing ground ii
1 1 with those of the men. and their trend
toward extinction is being rapidly ac-
i
celerated in the later decades. For ex-
ample, the marriage rate of the earlier
Mount Holyoke graduates was 85 per
cent as against a present rate of only
Social Bankruptcy
Obviously we cannot, without protest,
accept a situation in women's colleges
which points to the extinction of fami-
lies within a century or more. If we
agree with Henry Fairfield Osborn
patriotic
value now at stake in the United
States." we shall be inclined to find
something almost treasonable in the
present birthrate of the leading wo-
men's colleges. No conceivable advan-
tages which these colleges offer their
present students can compensate for a
social bankruptcy. No single
generation can hand down its birth-
right of academic culture to an entirely
population with no traditions—"a
Joseph"—to
horn the original purposes of its insti-
itions will be entirely strange.
There are even now occasional straws
which indicate a change of direction of
:tnne. Latterly psy-
chological
New Yi.rk. London. Co-
SPORTS <
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Basketball and College Baseball
ration and clothing almost correspond-
ingly more often than men. Alter
making all due allowance for differ-
ences in training there is a clear indi-
cation here of a great difference in the
original tendencies of the two sexes
toward certain types of enthusiasm.
If we may grant this apparent dif-
ference in favor of woman's greater
natural capacity for art interest it
would appear logical that when this
capacity is given full play in her col-
resulting product
alumna who is somewhat
and rearing of children, because she
will have experienced early in life the
intense satisfaction of becoming ab-
sorbed in creative work, John Dewey
has said: "I have found that the best
way to get rid of myself is to give my-
self away." This art of giving oneself
away is one which is surely encouraged
college age. Certainly there is nothing
more endearing to the mate of the op-
posite sex than personal devotion to
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Velle.ley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST




When you buy your suits or dresses
a specialty of altering and remodel-
ing all kinds of ladies' wearing ap-
B. L. KARTT
Tailor and Cleanser
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
abaji Block Welle.ley Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0S66
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
MARCH 12 - 13 - 14 - 15
^AT WELLESLEY INK
There will be on display a striking collection
of new Spring apparel for town and sports
wear, including ensembles, suits, dresses of
printed silk and the famous
KNOX HATS
for Women.)
PRESENTED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
The Women's Shops of
KNOX
THE HATTER
FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK
j
Delicious and Refreshing ,
And dull care
withers on the vine
I
-r-jtV&.
Don't be always taking your work or love
affairs too seriously. It will only end by
proving you know less and less of more
and more.
The neatest trick you can pull is to slip
into the nearest soda fountain or refresh-
ment stand—around the corner from
anywhere— and invite your soul to the
pause that refreshes. There and then,
seen through a roM--en]orcd glass of deli-
cious, ice-eold Coca-Cola, all things fall
into true perspective and you become a
man amongst men once more.
The Coca-Cola Coojpany, Atlanta, Ga.
